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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric water vapour plays an important role in hydrological, global climate change, atmospheric, and meteorological processes. In this study, precipitable water vapour (PWV) data set for 2004–2017 was first estimated with an average accuracy of about 1.28 mm globally using the products provided by the International Global Navigation Satellite System Service and Global Geodetic Observation System Atmosphere and then the spatio-temporal trends of PWV variation were characterized. Periodic signals of the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal variations of PWV time series were detected based on the Lomb–Scargle periodogram and analysed by dividing the whole world into five geographical zones. From a global perspective, the average PWV has an increasing trend, which may be caused by global warming effects and anthropogenic activities. Analysis of different PWV amplitudes also shows that the main component of the PWV is annual amplitude except in low latitude zones. In addition, the PWV differences between weekends and weekdays for four seasons are also analysed globally, and the result indicates that the weekend effects caused by anthropogenic activity depend on season and region.

1. Introduction
Precipitable water vapour (PWV), which plays an important role in meteorology, climatology, and other meteorological disciplines, is the most abundant greenhouse gas (Ortiz et al., 2011). In addition, the greenhouse effects of water vapour may enhance the response of climate, leading to further global warming (Raval and Ramanathan, 1989; Held and Soden, 2000). Therefore, precise knowledge of PWV characteristics with high spatio-temporal resolution is a prerequisite to better understanding of the importance of water vapour in meteorological fields; however, due to the limited spatio-temporal resolution as well as its being influenced by global warming and anthropogenic activities, the accurate and timeous water vapour distribution data acquisition remains a challenge (Liu et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2015).

Traditional methods for water vapour measurement, including radiosonde, microwave radiometer, etc., are restricted by their low temporal resolution and high cost, so
they cannot be used to track temporal variations in water vapour content (Van Baelen et al., 2005), even though those methods can provide high accuracy or vertical resolution (Held and Soden, 2000; Brettle and Galvin, 2003). Therefore, a new technique is explored, which can be used to obtain additional PWV data using Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) observations (Bevis et al., 1992). GNSS-derived PWV data with high spatio-temporal resolution in all weather conditions can be used for the systematic study of atmospheric water vapour characteristics (Jade et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2007; Jakobson et al., 2009; Palau et al., 2017).

Some studies have been performed in analysing the characteristics of PWV distribution in some specific regions, e.g. Indian subcontinent (Jade, et al., 2005; Joshi et al., 2013), the coastal regions of China (Wong et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017), northeast India (Barman et al., 2017), Taiwan (Yeh et al., 2016); however, detailed analysis on a global scale remains rare. Here, a near-global PWV data set of 192 sites from 2004 to 2017 are first calculated using the International GNSS Service (IGS)-derived zenith total delay (ZTD) and Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS)-derived surface pressure and water-vapour-weighted mean temperature. The characteristics of PWV average values, annual, semi-annual and seasonal annual amplitudes are analysed on a global scale. In addition, the weekend effects caused by anthropogenic activities are also discussed by combining the distribution of world population from the website of Natural Earth.

2. Data description and PWV calculation

2.1. IGS ZTD

The IGS, formerly the International global positioning system (GPS) Service, is a voluntary collaboration of more than 200 contributing organisations in more than 80 countries. The IGS global tracking network of more than 300 permanent, continuously operating (GPS) stations provides rich GNSS data and products of high quality, free of charge, including IGS precise orbits and clocks, and ionosphere and troposphere products. The ZTD products provided are analysed using GPS-Inferred Positioning System Precise Point Positioning software with the IGS final orbits and clocks with an accuracy of better than 7 mm (Byun and BarSever, 2009; Kouba, 2015).

2.2. GGOS products

GGOS Atmosphere is an institution which aims to build an atmosphere model and provides the parameters as gridded or model data. Some gridded data are global, such as atmospheric weighted average temperature, linear horizontal gradient, and troposphere delay parameters, which can be obtained with temporal and spatial resolutions of 6 h and 2.5°, respectively. In addition, some model data, such as the coefficients of the Vienna Mapping Function) model, can also be provided by GGOS (Boehm et al., 2006). The aforementioned data are acquired from reanalysed data of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts of 40 year Re-analysis (ECMWF ERA-40), which considers many types of information: vertical temperature profile radiometer data, Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder data, and conventional ground-based data (radiosonde data) (Yao et al., 2014).
2.3. PWV calculation and evaluation

The ZTD data derived from the IGS can be used to extract the zenith wet delay (ZWD) by removing zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) calculated based on the empirical model (Saastamoinen, 1972), where ZHD can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{ZHD} = \frac{0.00228 P_s}{1 - 0.00266 \cos(2\varphi) - 0.00028 H}
\]

where \(P_s\) refers to the surface pressure, which is obtained from the GGOS (unit: hPa), and \(\varphi\) and \(H\) represent the latitude and geodetic height of the station, respectively. In addition, the atmospheric weighted mean temperature can also be obtained from the GGOS. Therefore, the PWV of IGS sties can be obtained based on the following formula (Askne and Nordius, 1987):

\[
\text{PWV} = \Pi(ZWD)
\]

where \(\Pi\) is the conversion factor, which can be expressed as follows:

\[
\Pi = \frac{10^6}{\rho_v R_v [k_3/T_m + k_2]}
\]

where \(\rho_v\) is the density of liquid water (unit: g m\(^{-1}\)) (Barman et al., 2017)), \(R_v\) is the specific gas constant of water vapour with a value of 461.495 (unit: J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) (Alshawaf et al., 2017)). \(k_2\) and \(k_3\) are constants, where \(k_2 = 22.1 \pm 2.2\) (unit: K Pa\(^{-1}\)) (Alshawaf et al., 2017)) and \(k_3 = 3.739 \pm 0.0012 \times 10^5\) (unit: K) (Arguez and Vose, 2011) Pa\(^{-1}\) (Alshawaf et al., 2017)), respectively (Bevis et al., 1992; 1994). \(T_m\) denotes the atmospheric weighted mean temperature (unit: K).

In our study, 192 GPS stations are selected to calculate the PWV values, and the quality of the obtained PWV is assessed by using the counterparts derived from radiosonde data. In this comparison, the data from the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) Version 2 (IGRA 2) are used, which provides more data sources and more time periods. The following gives the procedure to estimate the IGRA 2-PWV, the ZWD and \(T_m\) are first calculated based on the following formulas (Bevis et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2016):

\[
\text{ZWD} = 373000 \sum (\rho_{v,i}/T_i^2) \Delta z_i
\]

\[
T_m \approx \frac{\int_0^T e dz}{\int_0^T e dz} \approx \frac{\sum \frac{\Delta z_i}{T_i}}{\sum \frac{\Delta z_i}{T_i}}
\]
large at low latitudes while the values are small at high latitudes. Statistical result shows that the average-maximum-minimum RMS errors are 1.28, 1.83, and 0.58 mm, from 2004 to 2017, respectively. Such accuracy in calculated PWV data is satisfactory.

3. Establishment and evaluation of the PWV model

3.1. Establishing the PWV model

As described earlier, PWV exhibits periodic variations and is region-, and altitude-dependent, therefore, the analysis of PWV periodicity on a global scale is required. The Lomb–Scargle periodogram method is used to detect the periodic characteristics of PWV time series, which is similar to Fourier spectrum analysis, but with ability to process the data with uneven sampling intervals or with gaps (Hocke, 1998). Four of the 192 stations are selected randomly on a global scale to present different periodic variations in PWV time series. The names of the selected four stations are TID1, SPT0, NKLG, and PIN1, respectively. Figure 2 shows periodic variations of four stations based on the Lomb–Scargle periodogram method. It can be concluded that stations at different locations are influenced by different periodicity in the PWV time series, which proves that it is acceptable to describe the PWV time series based on a periodic model. In addition, some interesting points can be found in (Figure 2) that (a) TID1 is only determined by the annual periodicity, (b) SPT0 and (c) NKLG include annual and semi-annual periodicities, while (d) PIN1 is influenced by annual, semi-annual and seasonal periodicities. Even for SPT0 and NKLG, which both includes two periodicities, SPT0 is mainly governed by the annual periodicity while NKLG is mainly affected by semi-annual periodicity.
Therefore, the periodic model of PWV time series for 192 stations can be established, which also considers the trends in the variations of other tropospheric elements, e.g. zenith tropospheric delay (Jin et al., 2007) or atmospheric weighted mean temperature (Ding and Hu, 2017). Finally, the PWV periodic model is determined as a combination of three periodicities and the trend term, which may be expressed as follows:

**Figure 2.** Periodic variations for TID1, SPT0, NKLG, and PIN1 stations based on the Lomb–Scargle periodogram method, where (a)–(c) correspond to the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal periods of TID1, (d)–(f) correspond to the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal periods of SPT0, (g)–(i) correspond to NKLG, and (j)–(l) correspond to the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal periods of PIN1, respectively.
\[2\text{PWV}(t) = (\text{PWV})_0 + \nu((\text{year}) - (\text{year})_0) + a_1 \cos(2\pi(\text{DOY})/365.25 - \varphi_1) + a_2 \cos(4\pi(\text{DOY})/365.25 - \varphi_2) + a_3 \cos(6\pi(\text{DOY})/365.25 - \varphi_3)\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \((\text{PWV})_0\) is the mean value of PWV in the initial year \((\text{year})_0\) (2004 in this study), \(\nu\) is the trend of PWV time series, \(\text{DOY}\) is the day of year; \(a_1, a_2, a_3\) are the annual, semi-annual and seasonal amplitudes, respectively, while \(\varphi_1, \varphi_2, \varphi_3\) are the corresponding annual, semi-annual, and seasonal phases, respectively. The unknown parameters in Equation (6) can be estimated by least squares method using the calculated PWV time series mentioned in Section 2.

### 3.2. Accuracy analysis of the PWV model

The established PWV model was first evaluated at each selected site by the index of RMS:

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{PWV}_{\text{M}}^i - \text{PWV}_{\text{C}}^i)^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \((\text{PWV})_{\text{M}}\) refers to the PWV value calculated by the fitted PWV model while \((\text{PWV})_{\text{C}}\) is the calculated PWV value using the IGS and GGOS products, and \(n\) is the number of PWV data sets.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the RMS is related to latitude, where the RMS value is large at the low latitude area while the value is contrary at the high latitude area except at four IGS sites (NKLG, MBAR, NTUS, and BOGT) near the equator, as shown by the red rectangle in Figure 4 (a). In addition, the RMS values are not related to altitude when below 0.5 km but show a negative relationship with altitude above 0.5 km with a

![Figure 3. Geographical distribution of RMS.](image)
slope of $-0.932$ mm km$^{-1}$ (Alshawaf et al. 2017). As shown in Figure 4 (a), four sites near the equator showed a relative small RMS, which was mainly caused by the semi-annual amplitude of PWV variation as discussed later.

4. Periodic analysis of PWV
4.1. Global characteristics of PWV data
To analyse the characteristics of PWV time series on a global scale, we first divided the global scale into five different geographical zones according to the latitude [Ding and Hu, 2017], which are the North Frigid Zone, the North Temperate Zone, the Tropical Zone, the South Temperate Zone, and the Frigid Zone, respectively. The distribution of PWV mean values is presented while the different zones are divided by red lines in (Figure 5), from which it can be seen that the PWV mean value is highly correlated with latitude. Statistical result shows that PWV mean values for five zones are 7.1, 14.9, 39.6, 14.4, and 3.2 mm, respectively. In addition, Figure 6 also shows the distribution of PWV mean values with latitude and altitude, from which it can be concluded that the average PWV reaches its largest value near the equator and decreases with increasing latitude, but no trend is
Figure 5. Geographical distribution of PWV mean value on a global scale.

Figure 6. Distribution of PWV mean values with (a) latitude and (b) altitude.
evident with height. In addition, it also can be seen from Figure 6 (b) that the sites with average PWV values greater than 30 mm are distributed between heights of 0 and 300 m.

The annual, semi-annual, and seasonal oscillations of PWV are analysed using coefficients $a_1 - a_3$, respectively. Figures 7–9 show the geographic distribution of

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Geographical distribution of annual amplitude on a global scale.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Geographical distribution of semi-annual amplitude on a global scale.
different amplitudes in PWV time series data globally, which show the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal amplitudes range from 0 to 24 mm, 0 to 6 mm, and 0 to 3 mm, respectively. Due to the lower water vapour content, the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal amplitudes of PWV are very small in the South Frigid Zone with mean values of 1.8, 0.5, and 0.2 mm, respectively. In the South Temperate Zone, three types of amplitudes are relatively large with values of 4.4, 0.4, and 0.3 mm, respectively. In the Tropical and North Temperate zones, the amplitudes are similar with values of 7.2 mm and 8 mm, 1.7 mm and 1.5 mm, 0.7 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively, while the values decreased to 5.7, 1.7, and 0.3 mm, respectively, in the North Frigid Zone. Therefore, it can be concluded that the water vapour content is higher and the atmosphere more active in the Tropical and North Temperate zones, where anthropogenic activities are more frequent. The main component (annual or semi-annual oscillations) of the PWV periodic variations is also determined for the 192 stations, and the result shows that the almost all stations are mainly determined by the annual amplitude except for four IGS stations (NKLG, MBAR, NTUS, and BOGT), which are located near the equator (Figure 10). As mentioned in Section 3.2, those four sites have small RMS values, which is because the PWV variation is mainly determined by the semi-annual amplitude and the annual PWV variation is not large even though the water vapour content is very high at those four sites.

4.2. Trend detection in PWV variations

The trend in PWV variation for 192 stations is analysed based on the established PWV model in Section 2. Figure 11 shows the geographic distribution of PWV variation trends on a global scale. It can be observed that the trend in PWV variation was
mostly negative in the South and North Frigid Zones while it was positive in the other three zones. In addition, the PWV variations in the Tropical Zone are greater than those in other zones. Statistical analysis reveals that PWV variations are

Figure 10. Geographical distribution of relationship between annual and semi-annual amplitudes on a global scale, where ‘Sign = 1’ means the annual amplitude is the main component while ‘Sign = –1’ means the semi-annual amplitude is the main component.

Figure 11. Geographical distribution of PWV variation trends on a global scale.
−0.27 mm year⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017) and −0.05 mm year⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017) in the South and North Frigid Zones and 0.18⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017), 0.17⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017), and 0.76 mm year⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017) in the North and South Temperate as well as Tropical Zones. It should be noted that the estimated trends may be inaccurate because these values depend on the length variations in the time series data (Alshawaf et al. 2017), and a period of 30 years is considered appropriate for averaging variations in such data (Arguez and Vose, 2011).

To further detect the trend in long-term PWV data, the Mann–Kendall method and Sen’s slope estimation method are introduced. Here, the Mann–Kendall method, which is hardly affected by outliers and does not require distributional assumptions, is mainly used to perform significance testing using the calculated Z-values at the 95% significance level (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975). Sen’s slope estimation method is used to judge the magnitude of upward or downward trends in the PWV time series (Sen, 1968; Tabari and Talaee, 2011). As shown in Figure 12, when the trend test was performed over the entire period (2004–2017), only 37 of 192 sites presented significant trends (confidence level: 95%) on a global scale. Sites in the North Frigid, North Temperate, and Tropical Zones show an increasing trend with the average values of 0.03 (Alshawaf et al. 2017), 0.13 (Alshawaf et al. 2017), and 0.14 mm year⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017), while the negative trend is observed in the South Temperate and South Frigid Zones with values of −0.04 (Alshawaf et al. 2017) and −0.02 mm year⁻¹ (Alshawaf et al. 2017), respectively. By analysing the distribution of Sen’s slope on a global scale, we can conclude that the variation shows an upwards trend in continental regions, except for South America, southern Africa, and Antarctica.

![Map of the Mann–Kendal method and Sen’s slope magnitude derived from the weekly PWV data from 2004 to 2017, sites with confidence level < 95% denoted by hollow triangles.](image-url)
4.3. **Influence of anthropogenic activity on PWV variation**

Some studies have proved that anthropogenic activity affects the variation of several meteorological parameters, e.g., diurnal temperature range, relative humidity, the frequency of light rain, and PWV (Ho et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2015). The main effect is seen at weekends, which are considered as an indicator of anthropogenic activities. In this study, the weekend effects are defined as the average PWV value for Saturday through Monday minus the average PWV value from Monday to Friday. Because the anthropogenic activity is also affected by season, therefore, the weekend effects are analysed separately by season, where Spring lasts from March to May, Summer lasts from June to August, Autumn lasts from September to November, and Winter lasts from December to the February of the following year. A statistical analysis is performed for the PWV variation between weekday and weekend in four seasons to explore the relationship between the PWV variation and anthropogenic activity. The PWV variations of all stations globally are calculated and tested with the confidence level larger than 95%. In addition, the world population distribution is also considered to analyse the influence of anthropogenic activity on PWV variation, which is because the anthropogenic activity is affected by population density. By comparing the PWV differences at different stations in four seasons and the corresponding population density, the influence of human activities to PWV variations can be reflected to some extent.

Figure 13 shows the PWV differences between weekends and weekdays from 2004 to 2017 while values below 0.4 mm are deleted. The influence of anthropogenic activity on the PWV difference differs by season, for example, weekend effects show a positive trend in the coastal area of south-eastern China in Spring and Autumn while the trend is reversed in Winter. Figure 14 shows that many people live in this area; therefore, this may be explained that anthropogenic activity is frequent in Spring and Autumn given better weather while activity is relatively infrequent with the temperature decreased in Winter. In the south-east of Canada and the north-east of the USA, both populous regions, weekend effects show the opposite effect in Spring and Summer while only positive effects can be found in western Europe in Winter. In addition, the number of sites with absolute PWV differences exceeding 0.4 mm is relatively large in the northern Hemisphere during Summer and this number decreased in Winter and vice versa in the Southern Hemisphere. Such behaviour is evidently affected by season, and the season further influences anthropogenic activity. Therefore, the PWV weekend effects act on a global scale and were found to be negative or positive, depending on season and region, which also suggested that complex mechanisms are factored in the PWV weekend effects.

5. **Conclusion**

In this study, a comprehensive analysis of long-term PWV data was performed on a global scale over the period from 2004 to 2017. The PWV time series was first calculated based on the IGS-derived ZTD and GGOS-derived surface pressure and atmospheric weighted temperature, and the RMS error of the calculated PWV values is about 1.28 mm globally. Periodic components of PWV time series data were detected based on the Lomb–Scargle periodogram method, and then a general PWV model is established considering the annual, semi-annual, and seasonal variations. The accuracy of the PWV model is also tested.
Figure 13. PWV difference between weekends and weekdays, where (a)–(d) represent Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter, respectively.

Figure 14. Map of world population distribution.
with the RMS error value of 4.10 mm. The characteristics of PWV mean values, annual, and semi-annual amplitudes were analysed on a global scale and the annual amplitude was found to have been the primary component driving PWV variations. The variations in PWV were also presented on the basis of the estimated trend component from the established PWV model as well as the Mann–Kendall trend test and Sen’s slope estimator. Finally, the influence of anthropogenic activity on PWV variation was discussed and the influence of the weekend effects varied depending on different regions and seasons.

In conclusion, these findings are useful when trying to understand the characteristics of PWV spatio-temporal variations. In addition, the spatio-temporal analysis of PWV time series data on a global scale indicates the variation in climatic relationships and anthropogenic activities. This study provided some useful applications of PWV data in meteorology, climatology and other areas.
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